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By L.J. McDonald

Amazon Publishing, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. The fourth novel set in L. J. McDonald s richly imagined world of the elemental sylphs
returns listeners to the kingdom of Meridal, where an invisible, deadly force has descended. Former
concubine Eapha now sits on the throne as the carefree--if negligent--queen of a corrupt desert
empire. As the ambassador from Sylph Valley, Devon Chole travels to Meridal, aided by an air sylph
named Airi--and saddled with a crippling fear of battle sylphs. Upon his arrival, Devon quickly falls
for Zalia, a young virgin waitress who has recently become the object of a supremely handsome
battle sylph s unyielding lust. But there are worse dangers than battle sylphs. Unseen and
insatiable, it threatens to consume all life in its path. Should it reach the heart of Meridal, even an
army of battle sylphs will be helpless in the face of a creature known only as The Hunter. A
remarkable new voice and a stunningly original world. --RT Book Reviews.
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.
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